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(57) The invention relates to a mechanical connect-
ing element (1) for electromechanical connecting sec-
tions (22, 44), in particular a retaining element (1) for an
adhesively bonded connection, preferably a welded con-
nection, in particular for the motor vehicle sector, having
two mechanical connecting regions (12, 14) for at least
one connecting section (22, 44) distinct from the con-
necting element (1) or for two connecting sections (22,
44) distinct from the connecting element (1), wherein the
two connecting regions (12, 14) are arranged above one
another in the connecting element (1) in such a way that
the two connecting sections (22, 44) can be brought into
direct electromechanical contact above one another in
the connecting element (1).

The invention further relates to an electrical connec-
tor, in particular a high-current connector, preferably a
charging plug for the motor vehicle sector, wherein the
connector has a mechanical connecting element (1),
which connects an electrical contact device (2) of the
connector and an electrical cable (4) of the connector to
each other, wherein the connecting element (1) is formed
according to the invention.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a mechanical connect-
ing element for electromechanical connecting sections,
in particular a retaining element for an adhesively bonded
connection, preferably a welded connection, in particular
for the motor vehicle sector. The invention further relates
to an electrical contact device, an electrical component,
an electrical connector, in particular a high-current con-
nector, preferably a charging plug for the motor vehicle
sector, a substrate, a printed circuit board, a device, a
ready-made electrical cable, a module, an appliance, an
apparatus or a system.
[0002] This patent application claims the priority of the
German patent application 10 2017 131 371.0, filed De-
cember 28, 2018, the disclosure content of which is here-
by incorporated by reference in the entirety and for all
purposes.
[0003] In the electrical sector (electronics, electrical
engineering, electrics, power engineering, etc.) a large
number of electrical connecting apparatuses or connec-
tor devices, socket connectors, pin connectors and/or
hybrid connectors, etc. - referred to hereinbelow as (elec-
trical) connectors (also: mating connectors) - are known,
which serve to transmit electrical currents, voltages, sig-
nals and/or data using a large spectrum of currents, volt-
ages, frequencies and/or data rates. In the low-, middle-
or high-voltage and/or -current range, and in particular
in the vehicle sector, such connectors must ensure, at
short notice, the transmission of electrical power, signals
and/or data in warm, possibly hot, unclean, damp and/or
chemically aggressive environments permanently, re-
peatedly and/or after a comparatively long period of in-
activity. On account of there being a large spectrum of
applications, a large number of specially configured con-
nectors are known.
[0004] Such a connector and possibly its housing can
be fitted on an electrical cable, a wire, a cable harness
etc. (ready-made electrical cable), or on/in an electrical
device or apparatus, such as on/in a housing, to/on a
pressed frame, to/on a printed circuit board etc., a (pow-
er) electrical, electro-optical or electronic component or
such a unit (see below), etc. If a connector (with/without
housing) is located at a cable, a wire or a cable harness,
this is also known as a (flying) (plug) connector or a plug
or a coupling; if it is located on/in an electrical, electro-
optical or electronic component, then this is also known
as a (mating) connector device such as a (built-in) con-
nector, a (built-in) plug or a (built-in) socket. Further, a
connector on such a device is often also referred to as a
(plug) receptacle or header.
[0005] Such a connector must ensure flawless trans-
mission of electricity (current and/or signals), wherein
connectors (connector and mating connector) corre-
sponding to each other mostly have fastening or locking
devices for the permanent but generally releasable fas-
tening or locking of the connector to/in the mating con-
nector. - Further, an electrical connecting device, e.g.

having or comprising a dedicated contact apparatus
(mostly integral in form, e.g. a contact element, a termi-
nal, etc.) or a contact device (mostly multi-piece, two-
piece, monobloc, materially monobloc or integral, e.g. a
one- or multi-piece (crimp) contact device), must be ac-
commodated securely in this connector. In the case of a
ready-made cable, such a connecting device can be pro-
vided as a connector, therefore without a housing, e.g.
flying.
[0006] US 5 948 175 A (DE 697 04 540 T2) and US 5
961 737 A (DE 697 00 382 T2) each disclose, for a solar
cell arrangement, mechanical clamping elements for
electrical wires. Here, in an individual fastening arrange-
ment in each case, the wire is fastened on an electrical
terminal contact with the aid of the clamping element, the
clamping element further being, on one hand, welded to
the terminal contact at at least one location and, on the
other hand, the wire being soldered to the clamping ele-
ment and possibly to the terminal contact. For this pur-
pose, the clamping element has, in sections, a u-shaped
or o-shaped cross-section, through which a stripped lon-
gitudinal end section of the wire extends.
[0007] It is an object of the invention to specify an en-
hanced mechanical element for securing an electrome-
chanical adhesively bonded connection. Here, the adhe-
sively bonded connection, together with the element, is
intended to take up little space and to be able to be formed
in a robust manner. Further, it is an object of the invention
to specify a corresponding electrical contact device, a
corresponding electrical component, a corresponding
electrical cable, and an electrical connector, in particular
a high-current connector, preferably a charging plug for
the motor vehicle sector.
[0008] The object of the invention is achieved accord-
ing to the independent claims by means of a mechanical
connecting element for electromechanical connecting
sections, in particular a retaining element for an adhe-
sively bonded connection, preferably a welded connec-
tion, in particular for the motor vehicle sector; by means
of an electrical contact device, an electrical component
or an electrical cable; by means of an electrical connec-
tor, in particular a high-current connector, preferably a
charging plug for the motor vehicle sector; and by means
of a substrate, a printed circuit board, a device, a ready-
made electrical cable, a module, an appliance, an appa-
ratus or a system. - Advantageous further forms, addi-
tional features and/or advantages of the invention
emerge from the dependent claims and the following de-
scription.
[0009] The connecting element according to the inven-
tion (which can also be referred to as a retaining element)
for electromechanical connecting sections, has two me-
chanical connecting regions for at least one connecting
section distinct from the connecting element or for at least
two connecting sections distinct from the connecting el-
ement, the two connecting regions being arranged above
one another in the connecting element in such a way that
the two connecting sections can be brought into direct
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electromechanical contact above one another in the con-
necting element.
[0010] Such an adhesively bonded connection, be-
tween e.g. an electrical contact device (connecting sec-
tion) and an electrical cable (connecting section), within
the connecting element can be formed e.g. as an adhe-
sive, soldered or welded connection. In the case of a
welded connection, the welded connection can be
formed as an electro- (resistance) or ultrasound welded
connection. - According to the invention the connecting
element can comprise exactly two or at least two con-
necting regions. - An arrangement of the two connecting
regions above one another or on top of one another in
the connecting element, therefore likewise an arrange-
ment of the two connecting sections above one another
or on top of one another by means of the two connecting
regions or connecting element, rules out an arrangement
of the two connecting sections on substantially a common
axis or a common axis region, which is constituted by the
longitudinal extensions of the connecting sections.
[0011] In one embodiment, in a projection into a plane,
a plugging direction of the connecting element on the
basis of a connecting region, and a plugging direction of
a connecting section on the basis of the other connecting
region onto/at/into the connecting element, form an angle
of between 0° and 360°, in particular an angle of 0°, 30°,
45°, 60°, 75° or 90°, in each case 60° to 65°. Further,
in the case of a single connecting section distinct from
the connecting element, the connecting element itself fur-
ther can have at least the other connecting section,
wherein the connecting element is provided or formed in
a one-piece, monobloc, materially monobloc or integral
manner with the other connecting section.
[0012] As a result of this, it is e.g. possible to supply
the connecting element as one piece or monobloc, the
connecting element already being plugged onto the other
connecting section, e.g. an electrical contact device, an
electrical component or even a cable. Further, it is pos-
sible to connect the connecting element to the connecting
section in a materially monobloc manner (e.g. bonding,
soldering, welding) or integrally with it (e.g. casting). As
a result, there is produced a connecting element having
a contact device, a component or a cable, which vice
versa can be referred to as a contact device, component
or cable having a connecting element.
[0013] In one embodiment, a (first) connecting region
can be formed as a mechanical contact-connecting re-
gion of the connecting element for an electromechanical
contact-connecting section of an electrical contact de-
vice. Additionally or as an alternative, a (second) con-
necting region can be formed as a mechanical cable-
connecting region of the connecting element for an elec-
tromechanical cable-connecting section of an electrical
cable. The (first) connecting region or the contact-con-
necting region can be formed as a plugging connecting
region, and/or the (second) connecting region or the ca-
ble-connecting region can be formed as a plugging con-
necting region.

[0014] Here, an associated plugging connecting region
can be formed as a plug-in connecting region or a plug-
on connecting region. As a result, the connecting element
itself can be provided on/at/in the associated connecting
section, e.g. the contact device. Further, as a result, the
connecting section, e.g. of the cable, can be provided
on/at/in the connecting element. - Preferably the first con-
necting region or the contact-connecting region is formed
as a plug-on connecting region for the connecting ele-
ment and/or the second connecting region or the cable-
connecting region can be formed as a plug-in connecting
region into the connecting element.
[0015] In one embodiment, the connecting element
can have a substantially basket-, cage-, sleeve-, or tube-
shaped form, wherein in a first plane the first connecting
region and, in a second plane spaced apart from the first
plane, the second connecting region directly adjacent to
the first connecting region are arranged in the connecting
element. As a result, the connecting sections or their lon-
gitudinal middle lines can be arranged above one another
in two planes spaced apart from one another and sub-
stantially parallel. In other words, an arrangement of the
two connecting sections on substantially a common axis
or of a common axis region, which is constituted by the
longitudinal extents of the connecting sections, is in turn
ruled out.
[0016] The shell-like connecting element, e.g. primarily
configured as a basket, a cage, a sleeve or a tube, can
be fastened (in one piece or in a monobloc manner) e.g.
to a connecting section of a contact device or of a com-
ponent, or is a materially one-piece or integral component
of the contact device or of the component, to which the
cable is to be attached; or vice versa, is thus a one-piece,
monobloc, materially monobloc or integral component of
the cable. The connecting element, in its (end) mounting
position, provides a solid mechanical connection to the
relevant connecting sections (contact device and cable
to be terminated, component and cable to be terminated,
contact device and component, cable and cable etc.).
[0017] In one embodiment, the first connecting region
can extend radially or laterally into an outer structure or
an outer casing of the connecting element or extends
through it. Additionally or as an alternative, the second
connecting region, starting from a base area of the con-
necting element, can extend axially or in the longitudinal
direction into the connecting element or extend through
it. Further, at least one connecting region can be con-
nectable at least in a partially positive-locking and/or cod-
ed manner to an associated connecting section, a con-
tact-connecting section or a cable-connecting section.
[0018] A coding here can be implemented by means
of two coding forms (connecting region and connecting
section or contact-connecting section or cable-connect-
ing section (cable termination)), which can be formed in
a manner complementary to each other at least in sec-
tions. For this purpose, e.g. a corresponding cross-sec-
tional design of a connecting section associated with a
connecting region is suitable. Such a cross-section, such
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as that of an equal-sided trapezium, can e.g. possess a
single axis of symmetry. It is of course possible to use
other cross-sections.
[0019] In one embodiment, in a first aspect the con-
necting element can be formed as a hollow cylinder hav-
ing a substantially elliptical, a substantially oval, a sub-
stantially polygonal, e.g. rectangular, or a closed sub-
stantially u-shaped base area. Additionally or as an al-
ternative, in a second aspect the connecting element can
have two through-recesses, which align with each other
in the plugging direction of the connecting element, in
the outer structure or outer casing thereof, which consti-
tute the connecting region in the connecting element.
[0020] In this case the first aspect forms a ’rougher’
perspective of the connecting element (e.g. leaving out
the connecting region for a mounting of the connecting
element) than the second aspect, in which the connecting
element is considered in greater detail (e.g. taking into
account the connecting region for the mounting of the
connecting element). In a third aspect, the connecting
element (outer structure or outer casing etc.) can be
shaped further in structural terms (perforation etc.).
[0021] An ellipsis is of course also understood to mean
a circle and a rectangle is of course also understood to
mean a square. A closed u-shaped base area is under-
stood to mean a limiting line, which is formed by a ’U’,
the free ends of both limbs of the ’U’ being closed by
means of a substantially straight connecting line (cf. Fig.).
In the case of an elliptical or circular base area of the
connecting element, the through-recesses for constitut-
ing the connecting region preferably lie diametrically op-
posite each other. And in the case of an oval, rectangular
or square or closed u-shaped base area of the connecting
element, the through-recesses for constituting the con-
necting region lie in the vicinity of a comparatively less
curved or straight side wall of the connecting element.
[0022] In one embodiment, the connecting element
can be formed as an electromechanical connecting ele-
ment, an adhesively bonded retaining element, and/or a
double socket element. The connecting element can fur-
ther be formed as a limiting element for adhesively bond-
ed joining, in particular as a welding space limiting ele-
ment. Furthermore, the connecting element can be
formed in such a way that a welding process can be car-
ried out through the outer structure or outer casing there-
of.
[0023] According to the invention, when the adhesively
bonded connection is originally set up between the rele-
vant connecting sections, a sudden dropping-off of a con-
necting section is prevented, which otherwise is possibly
not ascertainable. Furthermore, sudden failure of an
electrical connection (dropping-off of a connecting sec-
tion of the other connecting section corresponding there-
to in a use of the electrical connection) can be prevented.
Further, a comparatively thin connecting element can be
used in comparison with the wall thicknesses of the main
electrical components (connecting sections).
[0024] The invention implements a redundant me-

chanical retaining or fixing in addition to an adhesively
bonded connection, wherein a sudden loss of an electri-
cal termination can be prevented. A comparatively slower
loss of termination ((partially) defective termination by
adhesive bond, but substantially intact termination by
means of the connecting element) is not so critical, since
a component, with its associated connecting section, can
be subject to a thermal monitoring. The connecting ele-
ment according to the invention can be constructed sim-
ply and is cost-effective in comparison with the cost-in-
tensive crimp connections which, further, require a spe-
cific, comparatively large material thickness. The con-
necting element further saves more space than a crimp
connection analogous thereto.
[0025] The contact device according to the invention,
the component according to the invention or the cable
according to the invention has a mechanical connecting
element according to the invention. The connecting ele-
ment can be provided in an at least partially positive-
locking and/or coded manner on/at/in an associated con-
necting section of the contact device, the component or
the cable. Further, the connecting element can be locked
to the associated connecting section. Furthermore, the
connecting element can be provided in a one-piece or
monobloc manner with the associated connecting sec-
tion. Moreover, the connecting element can be formed
such that it is connected in a materially monobloc manner
or is formed integrally with the associated connecting
section.
[0026] The connector according to the invention has a
mechanical connecting element, which connects an elec-
trical contact device of the connector and an electrical
cable of the connector to each other, wherein the con-
necting element is formed according to the invention. For
the case of a charging plug, the contact device can be a
pin or socket contact device of the connector, the cable
and the connecting element being provided away from
an actual pin or socket contact apparatus of the pin or
socket contact device.
[0027] A provision can be understood to mean a (pos-
sibly loose) connection, a fastening (in one, two or three
translatory and/or one, two or three rotatory spatial di-
rections), a locking (in one, two or three translatory or
one, two or three rotatory spatial directions), a fixing
(clamping-in in all translatory and all rotatory spatial di-
rections) etc.
[0028] The invention is explained in greater detail be-
low using exemplary embodiments with reference to the
attached schematic drawings, which are not true to scale.
Sections, elements, structural parts, units, diagrams
and/or components which possess an identical, univocal
or similar form and/or function are identified by the same
reference numbers in the description of the figures (see
below), the list of reference numbers, the claims and in
the figures (Fig.) of the drawings. A possible alternative,
a steady-state and/or kinematic reversal, a combination,
etc., which is not explained in the description of the in-
vention (see above) and which is not illustrated in the
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drawings and/or is inconclusive, to the exemplary em-
bodiments of the invention or a component, a diagram,
a unit, a structural part, an element or a section thereof,
can further be inferred from the list of reference numbers
and/or the description of the figures.
[0029] In the invention, a feature (section, element,
structural part, unit, component, function, variable etc.)
can be configured to be positive, i.e. present, or negative,
i.e. absent, with a negative feature not being explicitly
explained as a feature if the fact that it is absent is not
deemed to be significant according to the invention. A
feature of this specification (description, list of reference
numbers, claims, drawings) can be applied not only in a
specified manner but rather can also be applied in a dif-
ferent manner (isolation, summary, replacement, addi-
tion, uniqueness, omission, etc.). In particular, by using
a reference number and an associated feature, or vice
versa, in the description, the list of reference numbers,
the claims and/or the drawings, it is possible to replace,
add or omit a feature in the claims and/or the description.
Moreover, a feature in a claim can be explained and/or
specified in greater detail as a result.
[0030] The features of this specification can (in view
of the (largely unknown) prior art) also be interpreted as
optional features; i.e. every feature can be understood
as an optional, arbitrary or preferred feature, i.e. as a
non-binding feature. It is thus possible to detach a fea-
ture, optionally including its periphery, from an exemplary
embodiment, with this feature then being transferable to
a generalised inventive concept. The lack of a feature
(negative feature) in an exemplary embodiment shows
that the feature is optional with regard to the invention.
Furthermore, in the case of a type term for a feature, a
generic term for the feature can also be read alongside
this, (optionally further hierarchical classification into
subgenus, section, etc.), as a result of which it is possible
to generalise a, or this, feature, e.g. taking into account
identical effect and/or equivalence.
[0031] The merely exemplary Fig. shows a three-di-
mensional view of an electrical contact device formed as
an electrical pin contact (depicted broken away below)
for a charging plug of a vehicle, having a connecting el-
ement according to the invention provided on its electro-
mechanical connecting section.
[0032] The invention is explained in more detail below
by way of exemplary embodiments of an embodiment of
a variant of a connecting element for a contact device.
Only those spatial sections of a subject-matter of the in-
vention which are necessary for understanding the in-
vention are illustrated in the Fig. Although the invention
is more closely described and illustrated in more detail
by preferred exemplary embodiments, the invention is
not restricted by the disclosed exemplary embodiments,
but instead is of a more fundamental nature. Other var-
iations can be derived from this and/or from the above
(description of the invention) without departing from the
scope of protection of the invention.
[0033] The invention can therefore be applied to other

connectors, mating connectors (see above) or cables or
cable harnesses in the motor vehicle sector or in a non-
motor-vehicle sector, such as in an electronics, electrical
engineering, power engineering sector, etc. In this case,
the invention can also be applied e.g. to connecting de-
vices, contact devices, contact apparatuses, cables or
cable harnesses in the computer and (consumer) elec-
tronics sector.
[0034] The Fig. shows an electrical contact device 2
having a dedicated contact apparatus (depicted broken
away below) and an electrical or electromechanical con-
necting section 22. Here, the contact device 2 is formed
as a pin contact device 2 having a dedicated contact ap-
paratus (depicted broken away below) and a contact-
connecting section 22. It is of course possible to form the
contact device 2 in other ways, e.g. to use a socket con-
tact device, a tab contact device etc. In the present case,
the contact-connecting section 22 is at an approximately
90° angle away from the actual pin contact device 2. It
is of course possible to form other angles here or to form
the pin contact device 2 as a straight (180° angle) pin
contact device 2.
[0035] In the present case, the contact-connecting
section 22 has a cross-section which has the form of a
substantially equal-sided trapezium. It is natural to use
other cross-sections, which preferably allow a coding
with the connecting element 1 according to the invention.
Multiply symmetrical cross-sections, such as a rectan-
gular cross-section, can of course likewise be used, in
such a case the cross-section of the contact-connecting
section 22 preferably having a coding form, which is
formed in a manner complementary to a coding form of
the connecting element 1 at least in sections.
[0036] The connecting section 22 or the contact-con-
necting section 22 preferably has suitability for an adhe-
sively bonded connection (bonding, soldering, welding
etc.) to another connecting section 44. For this purpose,
it is formed in a manner preferably level (in a plane) at
an associated side. A formation complementary to the
connecting section 44 at least in sections can be used
likewise, for example. - A longitudinal extent of the con-
tact-connecting section 22 constitutes a plugging direc-
tion S12 of the connecting element 1 on/at/in the contact-
connecting section 22.
[0037] At the top of the connecting section 22, another
electrical or electromechanical connecting section 44
can be fixed, or vice versa, which preferably takes place
via said adhesive bond. In the Fig., the connecting section
22 is formed as a stripped cable-connecting section 44
of an electrical cable 4, a cable harness 4, a braid 4 etc.
It is of course possible here to use another connecting
section 22, e.g. that of an electrical component etc.
[0038] According to the invention, the adhesive bond
lies between the connecting sections 22, 44 within the
connecting element 1 according to the invention, it being
preferred to establish the adhesive bond only when the
two connecting sections 22, 44 are located within the
connecting element 1, for which purpose the connecting
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element 1 has a corresponding suitability (material, di-
mensions etc.). In other embodiments, it is possible to
provide the connecting element 1 only after the adhesive
bond has been established. In all embodiments, it is gen-
erally possible to use another mechanical connection be-
tween the connecting sections 22, 44, instead of an ad-
hesive bond.
[0039] The mechanical or electromechanical connect-
ing element 1 according to the invention has in the
present case, in one aspect, the form of a tube or a cyl-
inder having a u-shaped, closed base area, the free ends
of the two limbs of the ’U’ being closed by means of a
substantially straight connecting line (cf. Fig.). Other
base areas (ellipses, circles, rectangles, squares, poly-
gons, composed cross-sections etc.), preferably (partial-
ly) matched to a form of the connecting section 22 or of
the contact-connecting section 22, can of course be
used. Further, instead of such a tube or such a cylinder
e.g. a basket, a cage, a sleeve etc. can also be used as
a form of the connecting element 1.
[0040] The connecting element 1 is formed as a retain-
ing element 1 for the adhesively bonded connection, pref-
erably a welded connection, the connecting element 1 of
the Fig. being formed as a double socket element 1. Other
forms are possible, of course. The connecting element
1 comprises an outer structure 10 or an outer casing 10,
into which a mechanical or electromechanical, first con-
necting region 12 is fitted by means of through-recesses
120 (second aspect). Away from the first connecting re-
gion 12, the outer structure 10 or outer casing 10 forms
a mechanical or electromechanical, second connecting
region 14 of the connecting element 1. Apart from the
two open base area sides and the two through-recesses
120, the connecting element 1 can be formed in a closed
manner in the region of the outer structure 10 or the outer
casing 10.
[0041] In the present case (Fig.), the connecting region
12 is formed as a contact-connecting region 12 for the
contact-connecting section 22 of the contact device 2,
and the connecting region 14 is formed as a cable-con-
necting region 14 for the cable-connecting section 44 of
the cable 4. Here, both connecting regions 12, 14 are
formed as plugging connecting regions 12, 14. The con-
necting region 12 as a plug-on connecting region 12
serves for plug-on mounting of the connecting element
1 on the connecting section 22 of the contact device 2.
The connecting region 14 as a plug-in connecting region
14 serves for plug-in mounting of the cable-connecting
section 44 into the connecting element 1 via the contact-
connecting section 22. Here, a longitudinal extent Ax of
the connecting region 14 or of the plug-in connecting re-
gion 14 constitutes a connecting direction S44 of the con-
necting section 44 onto/at/into the connecting element 1.
[0042] In an end mounting position of the cable 4
on/at/in the contact device 2, in the embodiment of the
Fig. the connecting element 1 is provided via an electro-
mechanical adhesively bonded connection of the cable
4 to the contact device 2. In this case, the cable 4 or the

cable-connecting section 44 thereof extends in the lon-
gitudinal extent Ax and opens into the connecting ele-
ment 1, the longitudinal extent Ax of which likewise points
in this direction. At an angle, in particular an approximate-
ly 90° angle thereto, the connecting element 1 is plugged
onto the contact device 2 or the contact-connecting sec-
tion 22 thereof, a projection of the longitudinal extent Ax
of the connecting element 1 and a longitudinal direction
of the contact-connecting section 22 constituting a plane.
In the Fig. the actual contact device 2 (towards the bottom
in the Fig.) stands out from this plane at an angle, in
particular an angle of approximately 90°.
[0043] In the Fig., the connecting regions 12, 14 are
set up at an angle of approximately 90° to each other in
the connecting element 1. Here, however, any desired
angle, in particular a 0° angle or 180° angle (both con-
necting regions 12, 14 extend in an axial direction Ax)
are possible in addition or as an alternative.
[0044] Production of an adhesively bonded connection
can take place e.g. in the following way (generically, and
in parentheses specifically). First of all, the connecting
element 1 is provided on/at/in (on) the connecting section
22 (contact-connecting section 22 of the contact device
2) or the connecting element 1 is already provided (in
one piece etc.) or formed (integral etc.) with the connect-
ing section 22. Thereafter, the connecting section 44 (ca-
ble-connecting section 44 of the cable 4) is placed
on/at/in (in) the connecting element 1 on/under (on) the
connecting section 22 (contact-connecting section 22).
Thereafter, the adhesive bonding process (welding proc-
ess) can be carried out between the connecting sections
22, 44 (contact-connecting section 22 and cable-con-
necting section 44) (through the connecting element 1).

List of reference numbers

[0045]

1 (mechanical/electromechanical) connecting ele-
ment

2 (electrical) contact device
4 (electrical) cable
10 outer structure of the connecting element 1
12 (mechanical/electromechanical, first) connecting

region
14 (mechanical/electromechanical, second) con-

necting region
120 through-recess for connecting region 12
22 (electrical/electromechanical) connecting sec-

tion
44 (electrical/electromechanical) connecting sec-

tion
Ra radial direction, lateral direction of the connecting

element 1
Ax axial direction, longitudinal direction of the con-

necting element 1
S12 plugging direction of the connecting section 1 on-

to/at/into the contact device 2
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S44 plugging direction of the connecting section 44
onto/at/into the connecting element 1

Claims

1. A mechanical connecting element (1) for electrome-
chanical connecting sections (22, 44), in particular
a retaining element (1) for an adhesively bonded
connection, preferably a welded connection, in par-
ticular for the motor vehicle sector, having
two mechanical connecting regions (12, 14) for at
least one connecting section (22, 44) distinct from
the connecting element (1) or for two connecting sec-
tions (22, 44) distinct from the connecting element
(1), characterised in that
the two connecting regions (12, 14) are arranged
above one another in the connecting element (1) in
such a way that the two connecting sections (22, 44)
can be brought into direct electromechanical contact
above one another in the connecting element (1).

2. The mechanical connecting element (1) according
to the preceding claim, characterised in that in a
projection into a plane,
a plugging direction (S12) of the connecting element
(1) on the basis of a connecting region (12/14), and
a plugging direction (S44) of a connecting section
(44/22) on the basis of the other connecting region
(14/12) onto/at/into the connecting element (1),
form an angle of between 0° and 360°, in particular
an angle of 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° or 90°, in each case
60° to 65°.

3. The mechanical connecting element (1) according
to any one of the preceding claims, characterised
in that in the case of a single connecting section
(44/22) distinct from the connecting element (1), the
connecting element (1) itself further has at least the
other connecting section (22/44), wherein
the connecting element (1) is provided or formed in
a one-piece, monobloc, materially monobloc or inte-
gral manner with the other connecting section
(22/44).

4. The mechanical connecting element (1) according
to any one of the preceding claims, characterised
in that a first connecting region (12) is formed as a
mechanical contact-connecting region (12) of the
connecting element (1) for an electromechanical
contact-connecting section (22) of an electrical con-
tact device (2), and/or
a second connecting region (14) is formed as a me-
chanical cable-connecting region (14) of the con-
necting element (1) for an electromechanical cable-
connecting section (44) of an electrical cable (4).

5. The mechanical connecting element (1) according

to any one of the preceding claims, characterised
in that the first connecting region (12) or the contact-
connecting region (12) is formed as a plugging con-
necting region (12), and/or
the second connecting region (14) or the cable-con-
necting region (14) is formed as a plugging connect-
ing region (14).

6. The mechanical connecting element (1) according
to any one of the preceding claims, characterised
in that the connecting element (1) has a substantially
basket-, cage-, sleeve-, or tube-shaped form, where-
in
in a first plane the first connecting region (12) and,
in a second plane spaced apart from the first plane,
the second connecting region (14) directly adjacent
to the first connecting region (12) are arranged in the
connecting element (1) .

7. The mechanical connecting element (1) according
to any one of the preceding claims, characterised
in that the first connecting region (12) extends radi-
ally (Ra) or laterally (Ra) into an outer structure (10)
or an outer casing (10) of the connecting element (1)
or extends through it, and/or
the second connecting region (14), starting from a
base area of the connecting element (1), extends
axially (Ax) or in the longitudinal direction (Ax) into
the connecting element (1) or extends through it.

8. The mechanical connecting element (1) according
to any one of the preceding claims, characterised
in that at least one connecting region (12, 14) can
be connected at least in a partially positive-locking
and/or coded manner to an associated connecting
section (22, 44), a contact-connecting section (22)
or a cable-connecting section (44).

9. The mechanical connecting element (1) according
to any one of the preceding claims, characterised
in that the connecting element (1) in a first aspect
is formed as a hollow cylinder having a substantially
elliptical, a substantially oval, a substantially polyg-
onal or a closed substantially u-shaped base area,
and/or
in a second aspect the connecting element (1) has
two through-recesses (120), which align with each
other in the plugging direction (S12) of the connecting
element (1), in the outer structure (10) or outer casing
(10) thereof, which constitute the connecting region
(12) in the connecting element (1).

10. The mechanical connecting element (1) according
to any one of the preceding claims, characterised
in that:

• the connecting element (1) is formed as an
electromechanical connecting element (1), an
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adhesively bonded retaining element (1), and/or
a double socket element (1),
• the connecting element (1) is formed as a lim-
iting element (1) for adhesively bonded joining,
in particular as a welding space limiting element
(1), and/or
• the connecting element (1) is formed in such
a way that a welding process can be carried out
through its outer structure (10) or outer casing
(10).

11. An electrical contact device (2), electrical component
or electrical cable, in particular for the motor vehicle
sector, characterised in that
the contact device (2), the component or the cable
has a mechanical connecting element (1) according
to any one of the preceding claims.

12. The electrical contact device (2) or electrical com-
ponent according to the preceding claim, character-
ised in that:

• the connecting element (1) is provided in an at
least partially positive-locking and/or coded
manner on/at/in an associated connecting sec-
tion (22, 44) of the contact device (2), the com-
ponent or the cable,
• the connecting element (1) is locked to the as-
sociated connecting section (22, 44),
• the connecting element (1) is provided in a one-
piece or monobloc manner with the associated
connecting section (22, 44), and/or
• the connecting element (1) is formed such that
it is connected in a materially monobloc manner
or is formed integrally with the associated con-
necting section.

13. An electrical connector, in particular a high-current
connector, preferably a charging plug for the motor
vehicle sector, characterised in that
the connector has a mechanical connecting element
(1), which connects an electrical contact device (2)
of the connector and an electrical cable (4) of the
connector to each other, wherein
the connecting element (1) is formed according to
any one of the preceding claims.

14. A substrate, printed circuit board, device, ready-
made electrical cable, module, appliance, apparatus
or system, characterised in that
the substrate, the printed circuit board, the device,
the ready-made electrical cable, the module, the ap-
pliance, the apparatus or the system
has a mechanical connecting element (1), an elec-
trical contact device (2), an electrical component, an
electrical cable or an electrical connector according
to any one of the preceding claims.
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